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Email marketing serves as a direct communication 
channel with your audience, bypassing FB/IG/TikTok 

and Google algorithms.



Why Email Marketing Matters
Direct Communication Channel: With email, you have a direct line of communication to your 
customers' inboxes. Unlike social media algorithms or search engine rankings, your email 
campaigns are delivered straight to your subscribers, ensuring maximum visibility.

High ROI: Email consistently delivers one of the highest returns on investment (ROI) compared 
to other marketing channels. 

Personalization and Segmentation: Email allows you to tailor your messaging to specific 
segments of your audience based on their preferences, behavior, and purchase history. 

Customer Retention and Loyalty: Email is a powerful tool for nurturing customer relationships 
over time. From welcome emails to post-purchase follow-ups, you can stay connected with your 
customers, encourage repeat purchases, and foster long-term loyalty.

Measurable Results: With email marketing, you have access to a wealth of data and analytics to 
track the performance of your campaigns. From open rates to click-through rates and conversion 
metrics, you can measure the effectiveness of your email efforts and make data-driven decisions 
to optimize your strategy.



Email Marketing Fundamentals: Learn to use email marketing as a tool to nurture 
relationships, drive engagement, and boost sales. Learn best practices for crafting compelling 
email content, designing eye-catching templates, and optimizing open and click-through rates.

Segmentation & Personalization: Understand the importance of segmenting your email list 
and personalizing your messages to cater to different audience segments. Discover techniques 
to deliver targeted and relevant content that resonates with your subscribers.

Connecting Campaigns Across Platforms: Learn how to create cohesive and integrated 
marketing campaigns that span across multiple platforms. From social media to email, discover 
how to maintain consistent messaging and branding to enhance your audience's experience and 
engagement.

Automated Campaigns: Discover how to set up automated email campaigns that nurture leads, 
welcome new viewers, and re-engage inactive customers, saving you time while driving results.

Analytics & Optimization: Gain insights into tracking and analyzing the performance of your 
email campaigns and integrated marketing efforts. Learn how to interpret metrics, identify 
opportunities for improvement, and optimize your strategies for better results.



Building Your Email List
Focus on quality over quantity. It's not just about the number of subscribers, but about 
attracting the right audience who are genuinely interested in your products or services.

Leverage website pop-ups. These can be timed pop-ups, exit-intent pop-ups, or slide-ins that 
offer visitors something of value in exchange for their email address, such as a discount or 
access to exclusive content.

Consider offering a discount code or free shipping to new subscribers to entice them to join your 
email list.

Lead magnets are valuable resources or content pieces that you offer in exchange for an email 
address. This could be an ebook, a webinar, a checklist, or any other resource that provides value 
to your target audience.

By implementing these strategies, you can steadily grow your email list with engaged 
subscribers who are more likely to open your emails and take action.



Segmenting Your Audience

Audience segmentation involves dividing your email list into smaller, more targeted groups 
based on specific criteria. This allows you to tailor your messaging to different segments of 
your audience, increasing relevance and engagement.

Segmentation can be based on various factors, including demographics (age, gender, 
location), behavior (website visits, past purchases, email engagement), and purchase history 
(frequency of purchases, average order value). You can also divy these up to buyer personas 
at a larger scale.

Personalization is key to effective segmentation. By addressing subscribers by their name 
and sending them content that aligns with their interests and preferences, you can create a 
more personalized experience that resonates with your audience.

Segmentation allows you to send highly targeted and relevant emails, resulting in higher 
open rates, click-through rates, and ultimately, better ROI for your email marketing efforts.



Crafting Compelling Email Content
The subject line is the first thing your subscribers see, so it's essential to make it 
attention-grabbing and compelling. Use power words, curiosity, and urgency to entice recipients 
to open your email. Use SubjectLine.com to score all your subject lines.

Keep your content concise, conversational, and focused on providing value to your subscribers. 
Use persuasive language and storytelling techniques to engage your audience and drive action.

Visuals are incredibly impactful in email marketing. Incorporate eye-catching images, videos, and 
GIFs to break up text, emphasize key points, and make your emails more visually appealing.

Multimedia content can also enhance the overall user experience. Consider including product 
demonstrations, customer testimonials, or behind-the-scenes footage to showcase your brand 
and products in action.

By following these best practices for crafting compelling email content, you can create emails 
that stand out in crowded inboxes and drive higher engagement and conversions. 



Spam Filter “trigger words” don’t exist!

IT IS A MYTH that you should never use all caps, exclamation 
marks, or words “free” or “buy now,” trigger spam filters.

Be wary of old and outdated ‘Best Practices’ that can hold back 
your performance. 

(Also be wary of people who tell you it’s a thing.)







Personalization
Enhanced Customer Experience: Personalization allows you to tailor your emails to 
individual preferences, interests, and behaviors, creating a more relevant and engaging 
experience for recipients.

Increased Engagement: Personalized emails have higher open rates, click-through rates, 
and conversion rates compared to generic, one-size-fits-all messages. By addressing 
recipients by name and delivering content that resonates with their interests, you can 
capture their attention and encourage them to take action.

Improved Brand Loyalty: By demonstrating that you understand and value your customers' 
preferences and needs, personalized emails can strengthen relationships and foster loyalty 
over time. Customers are more likely to remain engaged with your brand and make repeat 
purchases when they feel recognized and appreciated.

Competitive Advantage: In today's competitive landscape, personalization has become an 
expectation rather than a novelty. Brands that deliver personalized experiences are better 
positioned to stand out from the crowd, differentiate themselves, and win over customers in 
a crowded marketplace.





Designing Engaging Emails

Your email templates should reflect your brand identity and visual style. Use consistent 
colors, fonts, and imagery to reinforce brand recognition and build trust with your audience.

With the increasing use of mobile devices, responsive design is crucial. Ensure that your 
email templates are optimized for various screen sizes and devices to provide a seamless 
experience for all subscribers.

Testing is essential for optimizing email layouts. Experiment with different designs, layouts, 
and calls-to-action to identify what resonates best with your audience. A/B testing can help 
you refine your templates and improve performance over time.

Remember, the design of your emails plays a significant role in capturing your audience's 
attention and driving them to take action. By prioritizing responsive design, visual appeal, 
and continuous testing, you can create engaging email templates that deliver results.





Call-to-Actions (CTAs)
Effective CTAs are concise, action-oriented, and clearly communicate the desired action you 
want subscribers to take. Use compelling language that prompts immediate action, such as 
"Shop Now," "Learn More," or "Get Started."

It's important to strategically place CTAs within your email content where they are highly 
visible and accessible. Consider placing them above the fold, near key pieces of information, 
or at the end of the email for maximum impact.

A/B testing is essential for optimizing your CTAs. Experiment with different text, colors, 
sizes, and placements to determine which variations drive the highest click-through rates 
and conversions.

Remember, the goal of your CTAs is to guide subscribers towards the desired action, whether 
it's making a purchase, signing up for a webinar, or downloading a resource. By following 
best practices and continuously testing, you can create CTAs that effectively drive 
conversions and achieve your marketing objectives.





Leveraging User-Generated Content (UGC)
User-generated content refers to any content created by customers or users of your products or 
services. This can include reviews, testimonials, photos, videos, and social media posts.

Incorporating UGC into your email campaigns offers several benefits. It adds authenticity and 
credibility to your marketing messages, as it comes directly from satisfied customers. UGC also 
helps build trust and social proof with your audience and encourages engagement.

Encourage customers to share their experiences by leaving reviews, providing testimonials, or 
sharing photos of themselves using your products. Offer incentives or run contests to incentivize 
participation.

There are various strategies for integrating UGC into your email content. You can feature 
customer reviews or testimonials in your promotional emails, showcase user-generated photos in 
product launch announcements, or highlight social media posts from satisfied customers in 
your newsletter.

By leveraging user-generated content in your email campaigns, you can create more authentic, 
engaging, and compelling content that resonates with your audience and drives results for your 
business.



Harnessing the Power of Social Proof

Social proof refers to the psychological phenomenon where people assume the actions of others 
in an attempt to reflect correct behavior for a given situation. In simpler terms, it's the influence 
that the actions and opinions of others have on our own behavior.

Incorporating social proof elements into your email campaigns is a powerful way to build trust 
and credibility with your audience. This can include testimonials from satisfied customers, 
product ratings and reviews, and mentions or endorsements from influencers or industry 
experts.

By showcasing social proof in your emails, you provide evidence that your products or services 
are valued and trusted by others, making it more likely that recipients will take action.

By harnessing the power of social proof in your email campaigns, you can increase trust, 
credibility, and ultimately, drive better results for your ecommerce business.





The Power of Automation
Email automation allows you to set up predefined workflows that send targeted emails to 
subscribers based on specific triggers or actions.

One example of an automated campaign is a welcome series, which sends a series of emails 
to new subscribers to introduce them to your brand, products, and services.

Another example is an abandoned cart email, which automatically sends a reminder to 
users who have added items to their cart but haven't completed the purchase.

Post-purchase follow-up emails are also effective in nurturing customer relationships. These 
emails can thank customers for their purchase, request feedback, or recommend related 
products.

By setting up triggers and sequences, you can ensure that your automated campaigns are 
timely, relevant, and effective in driving engagement and conversions.



Optimizing for Deliverability
Email deliverability is the ability of your emails to reach recipients' inboxes rather than 
being filtered as spam or bounced back. It's essential for ensuring that your messages 
are seen by your intended audience.

One key factor that affects deliverability is sender reputation. ISPs (Internet Service 
Providers) use sender reputation to determine whether to deliver your emails to 
recipients' inboxes or send them to the spam folder. 

To improve your sender reputation, focus on maintaining a clean email list by regularly 
removing inactive or bounced email addresses. Additionally, encourage subscribers to 
whitelist your email address and engage with your content by opening, clicking, and 
responding to your emails.

Avoiding spam filters is another crucial aspect of optimizing deliverability. To prevent 
your emails from being flagged as spam, avoid using spammy language, excessive 
punctuation, or misleading subject lines. 

By following these tips and best practices for optimizing deliverability, you can increase 
the chances of your emails reaching recipients' inboxes and achieving the desired 
results for your email marketing campaigns.



Analyzing Email Metrics
There are several key metrics that you should track to assess the performance of your email 
campaigns. These include open rates, which measure the percentage of recipients who open 
your emails, click-through rates, which measure the percentage of recipients who click on 
links within your emails, and conversion rates, which measure the percentage of recipients 
who complete a desired action, such as making a purchase or signing up for a webinar.

By analyzing these metrics, you can gain valuable insights into the effectiveness of your 
email campaigns. For example, if you notice a high open rate but low click-through rate, it 
may indicate that your subject lines are compelling, but your email content is not engaging 
enough to prompt action. Use these insights to adjust your strategies and improve 
campaign performance over time.

Email marketing platforms typically provide analytics dashboards that allow you to track 
and measure the performance of your campaigns in real-time. Take advantage of these tools 
to monitor key metrics, identify trends, and make data-driven decisions to optimize your 
email marketing efforts.



Analyzing Email Metrics
I've developed a comprehensive spreadsheet specifically tailored for tracking email 
marketing metrics. One of its key features is the ability to sort data by column, providing you 
with greater flexibility in analyzing the performance of your email campaigns.

With this functionality, you can easily organize and arrange your data based on different 
metrics such as open rates, click-through rates, conversion rates, and more. This allows for a 
deeper dive into campaign performance and helps identify trends or patterns that may not 
be immediately apparent.

Whether you're looking to compare the performance of different campaigns, identify 
top-performing segments, or pinpoint areas for improvement, the ability to sort by column 
in the spreadsheet makes data analysis more efficient and effective.

In summary, analyzing email metrics is essential for understanding how your campaigns 
are performing and identifying areas for improvement. By tracking key metrics, using 
analytics to measure performance, and adjusting strategies based on data insights, you can 
maximize the effectiveness of your email marketing campaigns and achieve your marketing 
goals.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1UdjKgk_RmOqrkTGZAiydQuUmpsaMhFKC4mqBa6wfFQk/edit?usp=sharing
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Resources

Email Service Providers

Klaviyo - Most recommended for ecommerce brands
HubSpot - Full Suite of Products for Sales, Marketing, Customer Service, etc.
Iterable 
MailChimp
Braze

ReallyGoodEmails.com - Pinterest for Emails 
Jay Schwedelson - Favorite email marketing expert!
SubjectLine.com - Score your subject line.
Do This Not That Podcast - Email podcast, short episodes, by Jay Schwedelson
Guru Conference - Free Virtual Email Marketing Conference

http://klaviyo.com
http://hubspot.com
https://iterable.com/product/
http://mailchimp.com
https://www.braze.com/
http://reallygoodemails.com
https://jayschwedelson.com/newsletter/
http://subjectline.com
https://jayschwedelson.com/podcast/
https://guruconference.com/


Resources

Books

Everybody Writes and Content Rules by Ann Hadley
They Ask You Answer by Marcus Sheridan
Find Your Red Thread by Tamsen Webster
Building a Storybrand by Donald Miller
Jab, Jab, Jab, Right Hook by Gary Vaynerchuck
Influence, New and Expanded: The Psychology of Persuasion

Other Resources
Template Builders
BeeFree.io
Stripo

https://annhandley.com/books/
https://marcussheridan.com/they-ask-you-answer/
https://tamsenwebster.com/books/
https://www.amazon.com/Building-StoryBrand-Clarify-Message-Customers/dp/0718033329?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=&linkCode=sl1&tag=donaldmille0e-20&linkId=808a3e50ee65a7b443011a7f283ced6a&language=en_US&ref_=as_li_ss_tl
https://www.amazon.com/Jab-Right-Hook-Story-Social/dp/B0BZS62R4L/ref=sr_1_1?crid=23UP4LQEO34FH&dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.0TRX4d3H7g5V7JTHFa-1JRH3nudnbdw6RPeozjQ9N0rqk-rOxwTFcLG00AkrCQeJs4nYg9W0gpTeyO7CyUjK2vsM8jCnb5lb_kgPklFXeh5_AT5ca86OGHEjkFmMh-HnSsCc_H3OMz_E-SM0qbVRK8ZhRmZ7xJ4AOZ90Fib-VUAMUeWs_JEHfxxzxBPH3o0OgQsVm4aHCPkzCsvhtcvwNH6cpORyzNdVvwPP03KiV9Q.Xq8f5M3Ux1TFZHJxFYGtG69gAtaxxlOLLDR7kgKHscU&dib_tag=se&keywords=jab+jab+right+hook+by+gary+vaynerchuk&qid=1713402732&sprefix=jab+jab+%2Caps%2C138&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0062937650/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=influenceat07-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=bc025a429aeeb7e9ca0d3635cac2cb4c&creativeASIN=0062937650


Understanding the Customer Journey

1. Awareness Stage:

● The buyer becomes aware of a need, problem, or opportunity they have.
● They start researching and gathering information to better understand their issue and 

potential solutions.
● They may encounter brands, products, or services for the first time through online 

searches, social media, word-of-mouth recommendations, or advertising.

2. Consideration Stage:

● The buyer defines their problem more clearly and begins evaluating different solutions 
or options available to them.

● They conduct further research to compare different products or services, weighing 
factors such as features, benefits, pricing, and reviews.

● They may seek advice from peers, colleagues, or experts to help them make an informed 
decision.



Understanding the Customer Journey

3. Decision Stage:

● The buyer narrows down their options and is ready to make a purchase decision.
● They may request demos, trials, or samples to test the products or services firsthand.
● They evaluate factors such as pricing, terms, warranties, and customer support before 

making their final decision.

4. Post-Purchase Stage:

● After making a purchase, the buyer evaluates their experience and satisfaction with the 
product or service.

● They may seek assistance with setup, implementation, or usage from customer support 
or technical teams.

● They may share their experience with others through reviews, testimonials, or 
word-of-mouth recommendations, influencing future buying decisions.



Nurture Funnel



What is Top of the Funnel (TOFU)

Top of the Funnel (TOFU):

● This stage represents the awareness stage of the buyer's journey, where 
prospects are just becoming aware of a need, problem, or opportunity they 
have.

● At this stage, prospects are typically seeking information and solutions to 
their challenges but may not be familiar with your brand or offerings.

● The goal of TOFU content and strategies is to attract and engage prospects, 
introduce your brand, and provide valuable educational content that 
addresses their needs and interests. 

● SEO Keywords are also important to outline for the TOFU stage. Keywords 
that someone in this stage would be using to describe their current 
position.

● Sometimes is referred to as Problem Aware.



Examples of Awareness/TOFU content

Create Valuable Content: Begin by creating informative and valuable content that 
addresses the needs, questions, or pain points of your target audience. This could include 
blog posts, articles, videos, infographics, or social media posts that provide helpful 
insights and solutions related to your industry or niche.

Engage on Social Media: Establish a presence on social media platforms where your 
target audience is active. Share your valuable content, participate in relevant 
discussions, and interact with your audience to build relationships and establish your 
brand as a trusted resource.

Offer Lead Magnets: Create lead magnets such as eBooks, guides, or checklists that offer 
additional value to your audience in exchange for their contact information. This allows 
you to capture leads and continue nurturing them through the buyer's journey with 
targeted content and communication.



What is Middle of the Funnel (MOFU)

Middle of the Funnel (MOFU):

● This stage represents the consideration stage of the buyer's journey, where 
prospects have identified their problem and are evaluating different 
solutions or options.

● At this stage, prospects are actively researching and comparing different 
products or services to find the best fit for their needs.

● The goal of MOFU content and strategies is to nurture prospects, provide 
additional information and resources, and help them evaluate their options.

● SEO Keywords are also important to outline for the MOFU stage. Keywords 
that someone in this stage would be using to describe their current 
position.

● Sometimes referred to as Solution Aware.



Examples of Consideration/MOFU content 

Provide In-Depth Resources: Offer in-depth resources such as industry reports, 
whitepapers, or case studies that dive deeper into specific topics or solutions related to 
your products or services. These resources help prospects further educate themselves 
and evaluate their options during the decision-making process.

Offer Personalized Consultations: Provide personalized consultations or demos where 
prospects can receive tailored advice and recommendations based on their unique needs 
and circumstances. This one-on-one interaction helps build trust and confidence in your 
offerings while addressing any specific concerns or questions prospects may have.

Highlight Customer Success Stories: Showcase success stories, testimonials, or client 
testimonials that demonstrate how your products or services have helped previous 
customers solve similar challenges or achieve their goals. These social proofs provide 
reassurance and validation to prospects, helping them feel more confident in their 
decision to move forward with your brand.



What is Bottom of the Funnel (BOFU)

Bottom of the Funnel (BOFU):

● This stage represents the decision stage of the buyer's journey, where 
prospects are ready to make a purchase decision and choose a specific 
solution or provider.

● At this stage, prospects have narrowed down their options and are looking 
for more detailed information, pricing, and incentives to help them make a 
decision.

● The goal of BOFU content and strategies is to convert prospects into 
customers, provide reassurance, and offer incentives to encourage them to 
take action.

● SEO Keywords are also important to outline for the BOFU stage. Keywords 
that someone in this stage would be using to describe their current 
position.

● Also sometimes referred to as Provider Aware.



Examples of Decision/BOFU content 

Offer Product Demonstrations: Provide prospects with live or recorded product 
demonstrations to showcase the features, functionality, and benefits of your offerings. 
These demonstrations allow prospects to visualize how your products or services can 
address their specific needs and help them make a confident decision.

Provide Competitive Comparisons: Offer side-by-side comparisons between your 
products or services and those of your competitors. Highlight the unique value 
propositions and benefits of choosing your brand over others, helping prospects 
understand why your offerings are the best fit for their needs.

Offer Limited-Time Incentives: Create exclusive offers or incentives for prospects to 
make a purchase decision within a specific timeframe. This could include special 
discounts, bonuses, or added value to sweeten the deal and encourage prospects to 
choose your brand over competitors.



Post-Purchase Stage

Provide Onboarding Support: Offer comprehensive onboarding support to help 
customers get started with using your products or services effectively. This could include 
welcome emails, video tutorials, or personalized guidance to assist customers in setting 
up their accounts or implementing your solutions.

Solicit Feedback: Seek feedback from customers about their experience with your 
products or services. Send surveys or conduct follow-up calls to gather insights into their 
satisfaction levels, identify areas for improvement, and address any issues or concerns 
they may have.

Offer Ongoing Value: Continue to provide value to customers beyond the initial purchase 
by offering ongoing support, resources, and updates. This could include educational 
content, product updates, special offers, or exclusive benefits to keep customers 
engaged and satisfied with your brand over time.



Retention Analytics

Customer Churn Rate:

Measure the percentage of customers who stop using your product or service over a 
specific period. Tracking churn rate helps identify trends and patterns in customer 
attrition, allowing you to take proactive measures to reduce churn and retain more 
customers.

Customer Lifetime Value (CLV):

Calculate the total revenue generated by a customer over their entire relationship with 
your business. CLV helps you understand the long-term value of your customers and 
prioritize efforts to retain high-value customers who contribute the most revenue over 
time.



Retention Analytics

Retention Rate:

Determine the percentage of customers who continue to use your product or service over 
time. Tracking retention rate provides insight into customer loyalty and satisfaction 
levels, helping you identify areas for improvement and implement strategies to increase 
customer retention.

Net Promoter Score (NPS):

Measure customer satisfaction and loyalty by asking customers how likely they are to 
recommend your product or service to others. NPS helps gauge overall customer 
sentiment and identify promoters (loyal customers) and detractors (unsatisfied 
customers), allowing you to focus on retaining satisfied customers and addressing 
issues raised by detractors.



Retention Analytics

Customer Engagement Metrics:

Track metrics such as active users, frequency of usage, and feature adoption to assess 
how engaged customers are with your product or service. Monitoring customer 
engagement helps you identify opportunities to enhance the customer experience, 
increase retention, and drive long-term loyalty.

Customer Feedback and Sentiment Analysis:

Gather feedback from customers through surveys, reviews, and social media channels to 
understand their experiences, preferences, and pain points. Analyzing customer feedback 
and sentiment allows you to identify areas for improvement, address customer concerns, 
and enhance the overall customer experience.



Retention Analytics

Customer Support Metrics:

Monitor metrics such as response time, resolution time, and customer satisfaction 
scores for support interactions. Tracking customer support metrics helps ensure timely 
and effective resolution of customer issues, fostering positive experiences and 
improving retention rates.

Repeat Purchase Rate:

Calculate the percentage of customers who make repeat purchases or renew their 
subscriptions over time. Repeat purchase rate indicates customer loyalty and 
satisfaction, providing valuable insight into the effectiveness of your retention efforts 
and the overall health of your customer base.


